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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of autonomous sensing
devices which are interconnected to form a closed network. This closed network
is intended to share sensitive location-centric information from a source node to
the base station through efficient routing mechanisms. The efficiency of the sensor
node is energy bounded, acts as a concentrated area for most researchers to offer a
solution for the early draining power of sensors. Network management plays a
significant role in wireless sensor networks, which was obsessed with the factors
like the reliability of the network, resource management, energy-efficient routing,
and scalability of services. The topology of the wireless sensor networks acts dri-
ven factor for network efficiency which can be effectively maintained by perform-
ing the clustering process effectively. More solutions and clustering algorithms
have been offered by various researchers, but the concern of reduced efficiency
in the routing process and network management still exists. This research paper
offers a hybrid algorithm composed of a memetic algorithm which is an enhanced
version of a genetic algorithm integrated with the adaptive hill-climbing algorithm
for performing energy-efficient clustering process in the wireless sensor networks.
The memetic algorithm employs a local searching methodology to mitigate the
premature convergence, while the adaptive hill-climbing algorithm is a local
search algorithm that persistently migrates towards the increased elevation to
determine the peak of the mountain (i.e.,) best cluster head in the wireless sensor
networks. The proposed hybrid algorithm is compared with the state of art clus-
tering algorithm to prove that the proposed algorithm outperforms in terms of a
network life-time, energy consumption, throughput, etc.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; topology; clustering; memetic algorithm;
adaptive hill climbing algorithm; network management; energy consumption;
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks [1] is an evolved version of wireless networks, which becomes more familiar
over a decade due to their military and conventional applications. The Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are
composed of autonomous sensing devices which are deployed to monitor a certain targeted parameter in the
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corresponding locations. The sensors are connected to each other to form a closed network with a specific
node designated as the cluster head to monitor the traffic flow in the network from one place to another.
Fig. 1 depicts the structure of Wireless Sensor Networks performing the clustering process [2].

The WSN is intended to monitor the parameters [3], not restricted to the temperature, humidity,
pollutants, movement of objects and transfers the information to the base station for further processing of
data and to take necessary back actions. The autonomous sensor nodes [4] are deployed in the
concentrated area with pre-charged energy of specific joules. The sensor nodes [5] on transferring data
from one node to another tend to lose energy during the routing process. The draining of energy in the
sensor nodes leads to an increase in dead sensor nodes. Thus the dead nodes remain idle and get detached
from the network population. Hence energy consumption is considered to be the more stringent operation
in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [6]. Recent applications of Wireless Sensor Networks [7] follow
the principle of a highly reliable oriented event of interest information delivery to the destination nodes
[8]. The clustering policy [9] follows such a principle to deliver the data from the source node to the
destination node. The clustering policy means to collecting the data from the sensor node and is
communicated the data to the cluster head. The cluster head, in turn, transmits the data to the Base
Station following the hierarchy of the cluster head. The process of clustering possesses various
advantages as follows.

� The clustering process possesses mitigation of energy consumption during the data transmission.

� Mitigates the unbound delay created during the forwarding of data from one node to another.

� Ease of following data implementation techniques during data transfer from the source node to base
station.

This research work proposes a novel hybrid algorithm to perform the clustering process in wireless
sensor networks. The research work is composed of dual efficient algorithms namely the Memetic
algorithm to perform the energy-efficient clustering process [10] while the adaptive hill-climbing
algorithm is to identify the critical shortest path among the nodes in the Wireless Sensor Networks. The

Figure 1: Wireless sensor networks with clustering process
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proposed clustering mechanism is proved to be energy efficient as it transfers the data to the neighbor node
which is located at the shortest distance. The energy consumed by the nodes to transfer the data from the
source node to the base station is more during the direct transfer, whereas the energy consumption can be
mitigated to a great extent.

This research manuscript is preceded by a literature review in Section 2 defining the pitfalls of the
existing method and framing the objective of the proposed research work. Section 3 illustrates the
proposed hybrid algorithm followed by the result and analysis is performed in Section 4. The research
manuscript is concluded in Section 5 mentioning the advantages of the work.

2 Literature Review

Numerous active researches were performed in this domain to design energy-efficient algorithms in the
process of performing clustering in Wireless Sensor Networks. Some of the results of the notable research
have been listed in this section which acts as the basis to form the objective for this research work.
Dargie et al. had employed a simple clustering strategy [11] in the wireless sensor network employing the
neighbor nodes to form a network. This approach enabled the assignment of the cluster head to perform
multiple rounds of communication to reduce the cost incurred during the cluster head selection. Singh
et al. had proposed a node overhaul scheme [12] to achieve an effective load balancing and energy
efficient clustering process in the wireless sensor networks. The proposed method forms a set of initial
clusters and later the clusters were formed based on the best solution obtained. This methodology
enhanced the network lifetime more than the existing methods. Li et al. had designed a combined
clustering model [13] integrating the game theory to resist the selective forwarding technique in wireless
sensor networks. The authors employed the nash equilibrium of the game among the sensor nodes and
malicious nodes to determine the attacks in wireless sensor networks. Padmanaban et al. had designed a
grid-based data clustering algorithm known as the energy-efficient clustering algorithm (EESCA-WR)
[14]. The proposed algorithm employs multiple grid relays (GR) and possesses a unique grid leader (LR).
The performance analysis of the proposed algorithm mitigates the power consumption in the nodes
during the data transfer from one node to another.

Zhu et al. had proposed a clustering algorithm based on a fast search and find of density peaks
(CFSFDPs) [15] and Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) for the improvement of the selection of clustering
process by employing a soft K-means clustering algorithm. The proposed algorithm improves the lifetime
of the nodes when compared to the existing methodologies. Ali et al. had developed a novel ARCH-FATI
[16] based cluster head selection algorithm combined with a heuristic algorithm called Rank-based
clustering algorithm. The proposed algorithm enhanced the lifetime (LT) of the network by 25% when
compared to the state of art algorithms. Tao et al. had proposed an unequal clustering algorithm that
relies on type-2 TSK fuzzy logic algorithm (UCT2TSK) [17]. The outputs of the proposed algorithm are
acquired by optimizing the cluster head and by determining the cluster dimensions. The proposed
algorithm reduces the energy consumption by the nodes and improves the throughput of the network.
Lata et al. had proposed the fuzzy-based LEACH clustering algorithm (LEACH-FC) [18] to improve the
lifetime of the network. The proposed algorithm is analyzed and is compared with the existing algorithm
and is proved to possess improved life-time and reduced power consumption. Aydin et al. had discussed
and designed the algorithm to improve the energy efficiency of the wireless sensor networks. The route
selection and the cluster head are formed by applying the Artificial Neural Networks [19]. The simulation
results prove that the proposed method enhances the cluster head formation process. Han et al. had
suggested a clustering algorithm based on meta-heuristic algorithm (CPMA). The predominant function
of CPMA is the clustering process and is composed of two major operations namely selection of cluster
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head and coordination among the network components. The performance analysis proves that the proposed
CPMA outperforms and enhanced the network lifetime.

2.1 Drawbacks of the Existing Methodologies

The existing algorithms [11–19] perform the clustering process based on the distance between the nodes
and the following drawbacks have been identified from the state of art clustering methodologies.

� The cluster head was designated permanently, which leads to the reduction of network lifetime.

� The clustering was performed based on the branch-based optimization technique.

� The existing clustering algorithm employs a non-flow spitted routing mechanism to transfer the data
from one node to another.

� The entire network fails, whenever the relay node is considered to be a dead node due to the drain of
energy.

2.2 Objectives of the Proposed Research Work

Based on the drawbacks identified from the existing methodologies [11–19], the following are the
objective framed for the proposed research work.

� To perform energy-efficient clustering process using the Memetic algorithm

� To employ an adaptive hill search algorithm for the determination of the shortest path among the
nodes in the network.

3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed work is of two folded with the memetic algorithm to perform the energy-efficient
clustering process in the wireless sensor network and is followed by the adaptive hill-climbing algorithm
for effective routing process by determining the critical shortest path among the cluster heads/nodes in
the wireless sensor networks.

3.1 Clustering Process by Memetic Algorithm

The memetic algorithm is the enhanced version of genetic algorithm, which when designated with a task of
the clustering process, determines the size of the cluster and identifies a proper node to be designated as the cluster
head. The memetic algorithm is the improvised version of a genetic algorithm which is a population-based
heuristic algorithm. The Memetic Algorithm (MA) [20] possesses higher order magnitude and is more rapid
than the genetic algorithm. This MA algorithm can be made a hybrid by integrating a local search algorithm
during the process of iteration. This proposed research work employs an adaptive hill-climbing algorithm as a
local search algorithm which is intended to determine the shortest path among the nodes of the WSN. The
local search is targeted to improve the convergence rate. The local search algorithm is intended to determine
the shortest path by performing a jump process to a new region to trace the shortest path effectively. In the
memetic Algorithm (MA), [21] the number of individual nodes is created and counted to determine the best
cluster head and the size of the cluster head node. In practice, 5% of nodes are randomly chosen as the
cluster head and in turn, those temporary cluster head performs a local search to determine the actual cluster
head. Some of the basic terms of the proposed memetic algorithm are described below:

� Chromosome: It is a representation in terms of string for the available candidate solutions. In the
proposed Memetic Algorithm (MA), the chromosome is the structure of clustering parameters of
the wireless sensor nodes. The chromosome determines whether a node is a cluster head node or a
member node. The chromosome representation is made in Fig. 2a.
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� Selection: The entire sets of nodes are sorted according to their fitness value, from which the node
with minimum fitness value has opted as cluster head. As a sign of randomness, the successive
nodes are identified in a random manner, in such a way that the opted nodes possess minimal
fitness values. The option of nodes with minimal fitness value exhibits maximum likelihood in the
cluster.

� Crossover: This is the genetic operator which acts as a core operation in the proposed Memetic
algorithm for the clustering process. The pictorial representation of the crossover is depicted in
Fig. 2b.

The proposed Memetic Algorithm (MA) works on the principle of differential evolution (DE) which is a
novel computational principle whose population of nodes can be mathematically represented as in Eq. (1).

PN ¼ ~D1;N ; ~D2;N ; ~D3;N ; . . . . . . ; ~DNP;N

� �
(1)

where, PN is the population of the node and D1,N is the D-dimensional vector of the data routing path.

The vector index of each node is arranged in random manner to preserve the diversity of the node
neighborhood.

� Mutation: The mutation operation determines the new possible solutions in forming the cluster by
implementing minor disturbances to the chromosomes of the nodes. For example, the “0”s in the
third and the sixth position are flipped to “1” while other positions are undisturbed. In case of
clustering process, two locations chosen at random and the cluster head chosen is to be swapped
as shown in Fig. 2c.

Figure 2: (a) Nodes in chromosome representation. (b) Fitness values of nodes in Crossover operation. (c)
Chromosome mutation
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Each node in the cluster DP, N is a donor vector which employs the best fitness function. The best fitness
function can be determined as represented in Eq. (2).

~Vj;N ¼ ~Dbest; N þ F ~Drj1;N
� ~Drj2;N

� �
þ F ~Drj3;N

� ~Drj4;N

� �
(2)

where, r1…4 is the fitness function scaling factor.

� Fitness Function: Fitness function is a parameter to determine the quality of the nodes in the wireless
sensor networks. The evaluation of the fitness function is performed by assigning a fitness value to all
nodes in the network. The parameters of the fitness function are remaining energy which is the
accumulation of resultant energy at each sensor node. The direct distance is the sum of the
separative distance from all nodes to the base station. The cluster distance is the sum of distances
from members to the cluster head. The flowchart of the proposed memetic algorithm in energy-
efficient clustering process is depicted in Fig. 3.

ET � a2 � bT þ d� bT � Dm
i (3)

ER ¼ a2 � bT (4)

E ¼ ER þ ET (5)

Figure 3: Flowchart of proposed memetic algorithm for clustering process
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The Eqs. (3)–(5) represents the method of determining the residual energy as a part of determining the
fitness function. The data transmission from the source node to the destination node is performed by
implementing the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheduling process among the nodes. Each
node is allocated with a separate time slot to communicate. Our proposed memetic algorithm assists the
TDMA scheduling process and can be easily implemented with variable time slots for multiple nodes.

The algorithm for the proposed Memetic algorithm to perform energy efficient clustering process is
illustrated in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Memetic algorithm for energy efficient clustering process

Algorithm: Memetic algorithm for Energy efficient clustering process

Input: PS, Pops, Mems

Output: Sbest

Process:

1. for i = 1 to N

2. do{

3. Generate the Population (Pop) for N possible solutions with “K” routes

4. end for

5. popfor Pi = Pop1−N

6. do{

7. while iteration < N

8. Dodetermination of Np pairs (δa, δb)

9. for all (δa, δb)

10. do dbn  da;

11. for i=1−N

12. do δc = Max(δa, δb);

13. δc = Repeat(δc)

14. then

15. end if

16. While= Stop iteration ( )

17. do

18. for

19. { Si = Cost (Si)

20. }{

21. Sbest = Getbestsolution(PS)

22. Pop1 =improve(PS, PopS, MemS)

(Continued)
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At the end of the memetic algorithm, based on the best solution which relies on the minimal fitness
solution and with maximum residual power, the node is designated as the cluster head and is designated
to coordinate the data transfer to neighborhood nodes of the Wireless Sensor Networks. The next critical
concern to be addressed is to determine the shortest path among the various neighborhood cluster head so
that to transfer the data with minimal power consumption. For this purpose, this proposed work employs
an Adaptive Hill climbing algorithm to determine the critical shortest path.

3.2 Adaptive Hill Climbing Algorithm-Shortest Path Detection

The implementation of the memetic Algorithm (MA) for performing energy-efficient clustering in WSN
is followed by the action performed by Local Search (LS) operators with local filtering process, and to assure
the availability of sufficient exploitation during the evolution of node population in WSN. The Hill climbing
algorithm is the common search strategy and is classified into Crossover based Hill climbing strategy and
Mutation based Hill-climbing strategy. The basic principle of Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm [22] is to
employ a stochastic iterative hill-climbing algorithm, to migrate the acceptance criteria of the search for
the shortest path from the source cluster head to the destination node. The proposed Adaptive Hill-
Climbing algorithm is an enhanced version of the conventional Hill-Climbing algorithm and is broadly
classified into Steepest Mutation based Hill Climbing (SMHC) and Greedy Crossover based Hill
Climbing (GCHC) methodology.

3.2.1 Greedy Crossover Based Hill Climbing
In GCHC, the individual node which is at the critical point of event occurrence is considered as one

parent node while the other node is identified from the current group of nodes using the Roulette Model.
The crossover is performed between two nodes namely the source node to the other nodes. The step-by-
step procedure of GCHC is illustrated in Tab. 2.

3.2.2 Steepest Mutation Based Hill Climbing
The steepest mutation-based Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm modifies the chromosome in a randommanner

during the execution. The elite node with sufficient energy was picked out from the present situation with a
better level of fitness. In SMHC, the Local Search (LS) operation is performed in a smaller area. The
classification of various parameters setting methods was determined with various constant values. The
steepest mutation indicates that when a single mutation operation is performed on a chromosome, it only

Table 1 (continued)

23. Pop2 = improve(PS, Pop1, MemS)

24. Pop = complete(PS, Pop2)

25. if converged

26. Repeat

27. Pop = Restart(PS, Pop, par)

28. Return Sbest = (Pop, 0)

29. } end if

30. end for

31. Return Sbest

3176 IASC, 2023, vol.35, no.3



alters a few bits at random. SMHC selects an elite individual from the present population and modifies some
random bits. If the newly altered human is more fit, it will take the position of the elite individual. The algorithm
for the steepest mutation-based hill-climbing process is illustrated in Tab. 3.

3.2.3 Adaptive Hill Climbing
Various Local Search (LS) operators had reported the implementation of an adaptive hill climbing

network. Each LS operator does a biased search, resulting in an approach that is efficient for some classes
of problems but inefficient for others. That is, LS is problem-specific. As a result, how to improve LS
operators while avoiding the use of ineffective LS approaches becomes a critical topic. Many researchers

Table 2: Greedy crossover hill climbing algorithm

Algorithm: Greedy crossover hill climbing algorithm

1. Begin

2. Determine (є, Pn)

3. for i = 1, to ln_node

4. dopara = identify parent for crossover (Ip)

5. if random ( )>PnCHi_CH[i] = para_CH[i]

6. ElseCHi_CH[i] = elite[i]end for

7. end

8. if f(CHi_ CHr) > f(elite)then elite == CHi_ CHr

9. end for

10. end

Table 3: Steepest mutation hill climbing algorithm

Algorithm: Steepest mutation hill climbing algorithm

1. Begin

2. Determine (є, Mn)

3. for i = 1, to lS_node

4. dofor j = 1 to n

5. doCHi_CHn[j] = elite[j]

6. end for

7. determine (CHi_CHn[j])

8. if f(CHi_CHn[j]) > elite [j]

9. thenelite = CHi_CHn[j]

10. end for

11. end
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have employed numerous LS algorithms in their MAs to overcome this issue. When compared to regular
MAs that use a single LS operator throughout the run, MAs with several LS methods typically
outperform them. Multiple LS operators should be conducted concurrently on those persons chosen for
local improvements, and a specific learning mechanism should be used to offer the efficient LS
techniques a better probability of being chosen later on. The GCHC and SMHC operators in AHC are
both allowed to work in the whole LS loop and are randomly selected to execute one-step LS operations
at each generation while the MA is running. Let pgchc and psmhc signify the odds of applying GCHC and
SMHC to the individual utilised for a local search.

PGCHC þ PSMHC ¼ 1: (6)

The normalized hamming distance between any two nodes “i” and “j” can be represented as in Eq. (7).

xi ¼ xi1:xi2; . . . . . . ::xinf g and xj ¼ xj1:xj2; . . . . . . ::xjn
� �

(7)

d xi; xj
� � ¼

PN
n¼1 xin � xjn

�� ��
n

(8)

and β is determined by using the mathemetical equation represented in (9).

b ¼
PPoPS

i ¼ 1 d x�; xið Þ
PopS

(9)

where, Pops is the size of the pop made by the data to reach the source node to destination node. The x*
mentions the best individual path achieved in the particular network. At the start of this strategy, pgchc
and psmhc are both set to 0.5, implying that each LS operator has a reasonable chance of competing. Given
that each LS operator always performs a biased search, the LS operator that delivers the most improvements
should be given a higher selection probability. In this case, an adaptive learning strategy is employed to
update the pgchc and psmhc values for each LS operator. Let’s denote the improvement degree of the chosen
individual when one LS operator is employed to refine it, which can be determined using Eq. (10).

h ¼ ffin � fini
�� ��

fini
(10)

where, fini is the initial fitness function while ffin is the final fitness function of the nodes in the wireless sensor
networks. The flow diagram for the proposed adaptive hill climbing algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.

The degree of improvement of each LS operator is determined at each generation when a predefined
number (ls size) of iterations is reached, and then pgchc and psmhcare re-calculated to continue with the
local improvement in the following generation. Assume gchc(t) and smhc(t) represent the entire
improvement of GCHC and SMHC at generation t, respectively. The following Eqs. (11)-(14), can be
used to compute the LS selection probabilities pgchc(t + 1) and psmhc(t + 1) at generation (t +1).

pGCHC t þ 1ð Þ ¼ pGCHC tð Þ þ D: hGCHC tð Þ (11)

pSMHC t þ 1ð Þ ¼ pSMHC tð Þ þ D: hSMHC tð Þ (12)

pGCHC t þ 1ð Þ ¼ pGCHC t þ 1ð Þ
pGCHC t þ 1ð Þ þ pSMHC t þ 1ð Þ (13)

pSMHC t þ 1ð Þ ¼ 1� pSMHC t þ 1ð Þ (14)

where D denotes the degree of improvement's relative influence on the selection probability. The pseudocode
for the proposed Adaptive Hill Climbing Algorithm is illustrated in Tab. 4.
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Figure 4: Flow diagram of adaptive hill climbing algorithm

Table 4: Adaptive hill climbing algorithm

Algorithm: Adaptive hill climbing algorithm

1. Begin

2. Initialize PGCHC and PSMHC

3. If PGCHC and PSMHC not initiated

4. thenSet PGCHC = PSMHC = ½

5. Determine (є, Pops)

6. for i = 0 to (Pops – 1)

7. doif PGCHC > random ( )

8. Select PGCHC = elite

9. ElseSelect PSMHC = elite

10. Update h

11. end for

12. end
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The two separate HC techniques, GCHC and SMHC, may not only collaborate to increase individual
quality but also compete with each other to attain a higher selection probability in the AHC running
process. To encourage competition, the selection probability of LS operators can be recalculated using an
adaptive learning method, where the LS operator with the highest fitness [23] increase is rewarded with a
better likelihood of being picked for future individual refinement. The Local Search operation performed
through the Adaptive Hill Search algorithm provides a better shortest path with satisfactory fitness
functions. Hence the data transferred through this shortest path consumes reduced energy and possesses
maximum lifetime.

4 Result Analysis

The proposed method of integrating the memetic Algorithm with the Adaptive Hill-Climbing algorithm
to perform the energy-efficient clustering process [24] is implemented and tested using Network Simulator-2
(NS-2) simulating tool and the following parameters are analyzed. (i) Packet Delivery Ratio (ii) End to End
Delay (iii) Throughput (iv) Energy Consumption and (v) Route Discovery Time. The Fig. 5 specifies the
node position analysis of WSN in NS-2 and Fig. 6 clustering process using memetic algorithm in WSN
using NS-2.

The performance of the proposed method is compared with the existing methods of MLBAR-PSO,
Genetic Algorithm, Memetic Algorithm, Memetic Algorithm-Hill Climbing algorithm, Modified
Gravitational Search Algorithm. The simulation parameters of the proposed method is tabulated in Tab. 5.

4.1 Packet Delivery Ratio

The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is a measure of data transmission dependability in Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN). The PDR is defined as the ratio of successfully transferred data packets from the
originating node to the network sink to the total number of packets transmitted by the source node. Other
performance parameters such as the prevalence of jitter in point-to-point data transmission, network life
duration, and throughput influence the Packet Delivery Ratio. Fig. 7 depicts a visual depiction of the
suggested methodology's metrics in relation to the Packet Delivery Ratio.

Figure 5: Node position analysis for WSN in NS-2
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Figure 6: Clustering process using memetic algorithm in NS-2

Table 5: Simulation parameters of proposed model

Simulation parameters Simulated values

Simulating tool Network simulator-2 (NS-2)

Simulation duration 60 s

Traffic type Constant bit rate (CBR)

Node speed 20 m/s

Data size 180 Mb

Data packet size 512 Kb

Total packets 420

Figure 7: Comparison of packet delivery ratio
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4.2 End to End Delay

End-to-end or point-to-point Transmission Delay is a measurement of how long it takes a data packet to
travel across a wireless sensor network (WSN). The transmission delay is made up of numerous types of
latencies, including transmission latency, propagation jitter, processing latency, and queuing latency.
Fig. 8 displays a point-to-point transmission delay performance comparison for the proposed MA-AHC
system vs. benchmarking approaches.

4.3 Throughput

Throughput is a measure of data transmission efficiency that may be used in any form of network. The
number of data packets delivered effectively to the recipient is described as throughput (sink node). Fig. 9
shows a graphical comparison of throughput for the suggested technique and benchmarking methodologies.

4.4 Energy Consumption

The energy consumed by electronic sensors in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is defined by the
energy required for detecting, identifying the shortest path, and transmitting data from one location to
another. Eq. (15) represents the overall energy consumption of the electronic sensor numerically.

Figure 8: Comparison of end to end transmission delay

Figure 9: Throughput-comparison
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EC ¼ Ei � Esp þ ET

� �
(15)

where, Ec : total energy consumed by nodes, Ei : initial energy possessed by nodes, Ee : Energy consumed
during shortest path estimation and Et : Energy consumed during data transmission

Fig. 10 illustrates the residual energy of each node in the network after certain rounds of communication.
The residual energy is measured after every 1000 rounds with an initial energy of 100 Joules to the nodes.
The performance of the suggested MA-AHC algorithm demonstrates a high degree of residual energy, which
directly contributes to the maximum network life time.

4.5 Route Discovery Time

The Route Discovery time for a routing mechanism in a Wireless Sensor Network is an important metric
since it can reduce network lifetime if it takes too long to discover the best route. The Route Discovery Time
is affected by the number of nodes/cluster heads between the originating node and the network sink.

From the comparative analysis depicted in Fig. 11, it is proved that the proposed Memetic Algorithm
integrated with a Adaptive Hill-Climbing algorithm outperforms well in terms of elevation in packet
delivery ratio, throughput and a massive reduction in end to end delay, energy consumption and route
discovery time.

Figure 10: Energy consumption-comparison

Figure 11: Comparison of route discovery time
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5 Conclusion

The increase in the need for wireless surveillance and monitoring applications improves the necessity for
advancements in Wireless Sensor Networks. The clustering process is performed using the memetic
algorithm which is the modified version of the Genetic algorithm and the shortest path routing
mechanism is performed using the Adaptive Hill Climbing algorithm. The analysis exhibits a better
performance in Packet Delivery Ratio with 92%, minimal End End Delay of 16 ms, elevated throughput
of 160 Mbps, possessing residual energy of 70 milli joules, and the time consumed to determine the path
is just 10 ms. This method can be applicable to all Wireless Sensor Node applications. This work can
further be enhanced with a reduction of packet size for the data transmission, such that the energy
consumption can further be reduced.
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